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Abstract
The heat equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions is
solvedin various geometriesby a modified Fourier collocation method. The computational domain is embedded in
a larger, regular domain with a uniform, Cartesian grid,
and the solution is defined to be identically zero outside
the original domain. The discontinuities thus introduced
acrossthe boundary are handled by the modified Fourier
collocationmethod, suchthat highly accurate approximations to the spatial derivatives along each grid line can
be calculated. One-dimensionalapplicationsare presented
to demonstrate the accuracy and the robustness of the
method. A detected robustnessproblem with respect to
the location of boundary points relative to grid points is
discussed. and modifications

that stabilize

the method

are

presented. Two-dimensional problems are then solvedwith
high accuracy,and the flexibility with respect to complex
geometries is demonstrated.
Key words: spectral methods, Fourier series, Bernoulli
polynomials. parabolic partial differential equations,
complex geometries.

method usesa combinationof trigonometric functionsand
polynomialsto representthe functionsinvolvedalong each
grid line. Suchrepresentationshave previously,to someex-

tent,beenconsidered
by Lanczos[9]andothers,e.g.[7, 10],
in lessgeneral contexts.
As a model problem we shall, in this paper, study
the heat equation subject to given initial conditions and
Dirichlet boundary conditions:
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Figure 1: A domain [2 with complexgeometryembedded
in a rectangulardomain D, with a regular grid.

Introduction

ut =V2u,
The modifiedFouriercollocationmethodpresentedin [5]
constitutesa flexible schemewhich, in principle, is applicable to a large classof initial-boundary value problemsfor
partial differential equations in complex geometries. The

(1)

x•[2ClR •,

u(x, 0): u0(x),
•(x, t) = g(x, t),

t>O,

x • n,
x • 0[2.

•Dept. of Mathematics, University of Bergen, AllYgr. 55, N-5007
Bergen, Norway.

Traditional numerical methods for such problems are
normally of low order and utilize grids which are adapted
to the actual geometry of the problem. When the given
domain [2 has a complexgeometryand high accuracyis
desirable,(1) is consequently
a challengingproblem.

ICOSAHOM'95: Proceedingsof the Third International Conferenceon Spectraland High Order Methods. (•)1996 Houston
Journal of Mathematics, University of Houston.

A well-known
technique(seee.g.[12])is to embedthe domain [2 in a larger,rectangulardomainD with a uniform,
Cartesiangrid, as shownin figure 1. This approachhas
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remarks.

2

The

tion
'! 1

Y2

¾3

modified

Fourier

colloca-

method

We shalldenoteby w(x) the solutionof the problem(1)
along an arbitrarily given grid line (in the x-, y- or z-

Figure 2: An example of a solution along the grid line
marked in figure 1. Circles indicate the valuesat the grid
points, and •/1-74 denote the points where the grid line
intersectsthe bohndary 0f].

without loss of generality, may take the domain D to be

beenusedin variousways,e.g. [2, 11, 13], involvingmod-

the followingform is sought:

direction)at an arbitrarily giveninstantt. Sinceweclearly,

[0,2•r]d;
theone-dimensional
function
w(x)canbeassumed
to be a piecewisesmooth function defined on the interval

[0,2•r]. Following[5], a representation
of the solutionon
ificationsof the governingpartial differentialequationsto
accountfor the boundary conditions. The modified Fourier

collocationmethoddescribed
in [5]appliesa totally different strategy than earlier approaches. The partial differential equation is not changed and is not solved at grid
points outside the original domain. The embeddingdomain is only used to representthe solution in a wa•vwhich
facilitates

the calculation

(2)

w(x)= wQ(x)+ Ayv(x
j=l

n=O

Herethefunctions
•,(z; •) aredetermined
forn = O,1,...
by the BernoullipolynomialsB•,+•(z) [1] in the following
way:

of derivatives.

The grid points inside fl will be referred to as "interior
points", while the rest are called "exterior points". The
solution is defined to be zero at all the exterior points, and

(3)•*(x;•/J)
- (n+
1)•
•**+•
' •2=.
0!z-9•
=

the methodof linesis appliedin orderto solve(1) at the
interior points.

When the solutionu(x, t) is givenon the uniformgrid at
a certain instant t. the spatial derivativesat the grid points

canclearlybe determinedby considering
u(x, t) alongeach
grid line separately.As an example,the solutionu(x,t)
along the grid line marked in figure 1 may look something
like that indicated in figure 2.
One-dimensional functions along each grid line have to
be differentiated in our approach,and as illustrated in figure 2. these functions can be expected to be piecewise
smooth with jump-singularities at the points stemming
from the boundary 0fl. In section 2 we briefly review the

main featuresof the methodpresentedin [5] for handling
the possiblediscontinuitiesintroduced in the solutionor its
derivativesat theseboundary points. In this connectionwe
note that boundary points do not normally coincide with
grid points.
The method is in section 3 applied to the one-dimen-

sionalproblem(1). In section4 wediscuss
robustness
problems connectedwith the location of the boundary points,
and showhow theseproblemscan be overcomefor general
geometries. With these modifications,the application of

<0.

In the contextof this paper •, j = 1, 2,..., M. shalldenote the points where the boundary 8• of the original
domain intersectsthe given grid line.

By definkion,the functionV• (z; %) is a piecewise
polynomial function of degree n • 1 which is n - 1 •imes con-

tinuouslydifferentiable
on [0.2•], whilethe nth derivative
of • (z; •) suffersa jump discontinuity
of magnitude1 at
z = •j. If we for n = 0,1,2,...,•,
• = 1,2..... •, let

A? be givenasthejumpin the nth derivative
of w(z) at

(4)

Aj - dx•

it readilyfollowsfrom (2) that the 2•-periodicextensionof

wQ(x) isat leastQ timescontinuously
differentiable
everywhere. For Q sufficientlylarge, the Fourier coefficientsas-

sociated
withwQ(x) aretherefore
rapidlydecreasing;
and
consequently
wQ(x) can,in this case,be accurately
approffimated by a truncated Fourier seriesexpansion:
2v/2-•

k=-N/2+l

the methodpresented
in [5] to two-dimensional
problems
(1) is relativelystraightforward,and examplesare givenin
section 5. Finally, in section6, we give someconcluding

Since w(x) = 0 at all exterior points and Dirichlet

boundary
conditions
are assumed,
thejumpsA•, j =

Modified Fourier Method For Complex Geometries
1, 2,..., M, can be readily determined by the data given

in (1). •Ve subtractthe corresponding
termsin the following way:

0.1

0.01
M

(6)

wø(x)
= w(x)- •-•,A•Vo(x;
ffj).

0.001

j=l
0.0001

Basedon the valuesof thisfunctionwø(x)at the N grid
pointsxl = 2•'l/N, 1 = 0, 1,..., N - 1, we now calculate

the corresponding
discrete
Fouriercoefficients
•.

Stillfollowing
[5],thejumpsA• in thederivatives
upto
order Q are approximately determined as the least squares
solution of the overdetermined system

1 e-05

1 e-06

le-07

1e-08
n

(7)

•0

le-09

i

i

16

24

I

32

48

'•

64

N

n----12=1

where
(•)k(•,j) denote
thediscrete
Fourier
coefficients
as-

Figure 3: RMS-error over the grid points for the approxi-

sociatedwith the functionsV•(x; 7j). The Fouriercoeffi- mate secondderivativeof the function(11).
cientsin (5) are then approximatelycalculatedby
Q
Theoretically expected order
Experimental order

(s)

2
1.5
1.6

3
2.5
2.7

4
3.5
3.9

5
4.5
5.2

6
5.5
6.5

More details on the calculation of approximate jumps and

Table 1: Convergenceorders for the RMS-error of the apcoefficients
canbe foundin [6].
From (3) and propertiesof the Bernoullipolynomials, proximationto the secondderivativeof the function(11).
we have for x :• 7:
d

(9)

7)=

if),

n=l,2,...,

To demonstratethe order estimatesnumerically,we consider as an example the accuracyof the calculated second
derivative of the following function:

d

u0(:7):
The derivativesof w(x) can thereforebe approximately

calculatedfrom(2) and (5) whenx :• 7j, J = 1,..., M:

(11) u(x)
= - exp(x/2)
+ (exp(7r)
- 1)x/27r
+ 1,
0< x<
27r.
--

N/2-1

M

k=-N/2+l

- 2-;j=l

dxp

(10)

+ Z ZA?V•-p(X;•/j).
j=l

n=p

--

The RMS-errorsare shownin figure3. With the exception
of the smallestvaluesof N for Q -- 5 and Q - 6, the curves
of the maximum errorsin figure3 are closeto straight lines,
as expectedfrom the asymptotic theory. Approximate orders of convergencefound from the slopesof the curves

It is shown in [4, 5] that this method gives a

between N - 32 and N = 64, and are shown in table 1

(Q + 1- p)'th order accurateapproximationto the pth
derivativeof w(x) for p = 0, 1,..., Q, when N -• •. We
also note that formal spectral accuracycan here, in principle, be obtainedby definingthe parameter Q as a function

for differentvaluesof Q. Assumingthat the largesterrors
only occur at the points closestto the boundary points, the
RMS-error is expectedto be one half order better than the
maximum error. These theoretical estimatesare given in

of N.

table 1, and are clearly confirmedby the numerical results.
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Figure4: The solutionof (12), (13) at differenttimes, Figure5: RMS-errorat t = 0.6in thesolution
of (12). (15).
calculatedwith N = 32 and (2 = 4. The positionsof the

gridpointsandthe twoboundarypointsareshownon the
curve for t = 0.01.

3

The heat equation

in one di-

mension

In order to study the accuracyof the method, it is more
revealingto look at the accuracyobtainedfor the solution

of (12) corresponding
to the lowestordereigenfunction.
In
fact, that solutiondecaysmore slowlythan all other solutions and will; therefore,normally dominatethe accuracy.
As will be discussedin section 4, the location of the

boundarypoints relative to the grid points may influof (1). and restrict ourselvesto two boundarypoints enceboth the approximationaccuracy[6] and the stability of the describedalgorithmfor the time-dependent
(.•I = 2 in the notationof the previous
section):
problem(12). To eliminatetheseeffectsin the measure-

In this section we consider '•e

ut = uzx,

(i2)

0) =
t):

one-dimensional

version

0 < "/•.< x < '72< 27r, t > O,

0<

< < ,o_<
t) =
t > 0.

We want to apply the method describedin the previous

sectionfor calculatingux• at eachinteriorgrid point (for

z E (')•. •2)), andsolvetheresulting
system
ofordinary
dif-

ment of accuracy,the next exampleis definedon the full

interval[0,27r]. This meansthat */• = 0, and ?2 = 27r
is identified with '/• through the periodicity of the repre-

sentation(2). The initial function,corresponding
to the
fundamental
eigenfunction
associated
with (12) is then
(1,5)

u0 = sin(x/2),

0 < x _<27r.

ferentialequationsby a fourth orderexplicitRunge-Kutta
With this initial function,the exact solutionof (12) at
methodIS].
XVefirst consider(12) with the followinginitial- and latertimesisjust a scaledversionof (15). After integration
to t = 0.6, the solutionhasdecayedto around10% of the
boundary conditions:
initial function.

(13)

u0(x): 0.0, g• -- 1.0, g2: 0.5.

The boundarypoints are chosento be

(14)

^n= 0.26rr, '/2 = 1.847r,

and the solution at different times for N = 32 and (2 = 4

The RMS-errors

at t-

0.6 for different

valuesof N and (2 are shownin figure 5.

Figure 5 illustrateshow the order of accuracyincreases
with increasing(2, but it alsoshowsthat remarkablygood
resultscan be obtained on coarsegrids, i.e., far from the
asymptoticrangewherethe theoreticalerror estimatesare
valid. For the highest valuesof (2 and N, the applied
numericalprecisionis the most important limiting factor

converges
nicelyto a straightline, as shownin figure4.
In this exampleall eigenfunctions
associatedwith the for the obtained accuracy.
The stability limit for the time-stepswas, in our calcuspatialoperatorin (12) are excitedthroughthe incompat-

ibility betweenthe initial- and boundaryconditions
(13).

lations,foundto be At .• 2IN 2'•, andwasvirtuallyinde-
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pendentof Q. The stabilitylimit is, therefore,comparable processwill clearlyconverge,but will probably reducethe
with the stability limit for the standard Fourier method order of the method. Thus other approachesshouldbe
for periodic problems and considerablybetter than the investigated,and this is the topic of the presentsection.

O(N-4) limitforChebyshev
or Legendre
methods
[3]for

In the situation consideredhere, we assumethat there

the problem(12), (15). Eventhoughit wouldbe interest- is an exteriorintervalwherethe solutionis identicallyzero
ing to searchfor efficient implicit solversfor the modified

at one side of each boundary point. This information can

Fouriermethod,theseresultsmeansthat explicit time in- be used in different ways, and we shall first consider the
tegrationfor secondorderequationsis not necessarily
pro- useof Taylor expansionsaroundthe boundarypoints.
For the case M -- 2 we know that
hibitivelyexpensivewith this method.We shalltherefore,
in this work. restrict our attentionto explicit methods.
dnw
dnw +

(16)d--•--•-(?•) = d--•(72
)=0,

4

Discussion

The jumpsA?, A• calculatedby (7) are knownto approximatelysatisfy(4), henceequation(16) impliesthat the

of robustness

It was demonstratedin the previoussectionthat the differentiationmethod describedin section2 producesa stable method for the solution of the one-dimensional

n=0,1,2,....

heat

calculated
valueof A? approximates
w(")(x)at x =
and-A• approximates
w('O(x)at x = •. Sinceit w•
shown
in [5]thattheerrorinthejumpAycalculated
by(7)
actually
is oftheorderO(N-(q+l-•)) asN • •, weget

equation. However, as already mentioned, the stability
is found to be sensitiveto the location of the boundary that the following approximate Taylor expansionaround
points. There are no stability problemswhen the bound- x = •/• holdsfor w(x) as longas 0 • x - qq• 2w/N:
ary points coincidewith grid points, but for applications
to problems in higher dimensionswith domains of complex geometry,it is apparent from figure I that boundary
pointsat generallocationsrelative to the grid pointsmust

(17)

normally be dealt with.

In the one-dimensional
caseit seemsthat Q - 2 always
produces a stable algorithm, while we have observed in-

stabilitiesin certain circumstances
for all highervaluesof
Q. Apparently, evenvaluesof Q are more robust than odd
values,and higher even valuesof Q seemlessrobust than
lower ones. For Q even, it appearsthat a sufficientcondition for stability is that eachboundarypoint is situated at
a distancefrom an exteriorgrid point whichis not larger
than 0.6. Ax, whereAx = 2:r/N is the grid spacing.
To at leastpartially explain this instability, we note that
the Dirichlet boundaryconditionsare introducedonly by
specifyingthe jumps in the functionvaluesat the boundary

w(X)
= A•+ (x- 71)A•
+ 2] A•+.-.

(

(x_ •1)Q

Q] A•+O(•-(Q+i)).

A corresponding
formulaholdsfor 0 • •2 -x

• 2w/N,

except for a changeof sign. If x•_• • •/• < x• and xt <
72 • x•+•, we thereforeobtain the followingapproximate

formul• for the secondderivativeof w(x) at the interior
grid points x = x• and x =

Wxx(Xk)
=A•+(Xk
--*i)A•+'" + (Xk
--•/1)Q-2A•
'
(Q= - -.- '-

(lS)
With this modificationintroduced,we have not detected
instabilitieswhen Q is even. Although unstablesituations
points. and subtracting their contributions as described havebeenobserved
in somecasesfor odd valuesof Q, the
by (6). However,specifyingthe jump doesnot introduce modificationhasbeenseento havea stabilizingeffectfor
a strict control on each of the two one-sided limit values

most

cases.

at the boundary point, becausethe solution at the bound-

Unfortunately,however,calculationsshowthat the accu-

ary couldin principlethen "float", with correctjump but
wrongvalues.The value of the solutionis specifiedat the
exterior grid points, but if the distance from the nearest
of theseto the boundarypoint is too large,the "floating"
may produce an instability.
One way to avoid the instability may be to adjust the
boundaryof the domainin sucha way that the boundary
pointson eachgrid line in eachspatialdirectionare moved
to nearby "stable"positions. Sinceeachboundarypoint
only has to be moved within a single grid interval, this

racy of the calculatedsecondderivativenormallydecreases

at thegridpointswheretheTaylorexpansion
method(18)
is applied,eventhoughthe formal approximationerror is
of the sameorder as in the original method. We shall
thereforeconsideranotherapproach,which also has more

generalapplications
[4].
From (2) and the corresponding
discreteFourierseries
M

=
j=l
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the folloxvingequations can be derived for ra = 0, 1, 2,...

30000

i

95

,

No extra eqs. -+Extra eqs. with m=0,1,2 -+---

as •¾ --• oc:
25000

20000

(19)

+

=

15000

Forx anywhere
intheexterior
intervals,
theterm•-k-2•-•w(x)toooo
iszero,sotheonlyunknowns
in (19)arethejumpsA• for
n = 1,2,..., andj = 1,2,...,M.

It canbe shown[4]that

5000

theerrorin A• calculated
from(19)is of thesameorder
when N -• oc as for the jumps calculated by the spectral

equations
(7).

0

i

i

i

i

1

2

3

4

5

Leftboundaryposition(in unitsof gridspacing)

Following the comments made earlier in this section
about "floating" boundary values, it is natural to evalu-

ate (19) at the limitsasx --->"/j fromthe outside,i.e., from Figure 6: Magnitude of the negative eigenvaluewith
an exterior interval. Numerical experiments have shown

that if (19) with m = 0, 1.2 are added to the systemof
equations(7). we obtain stable calculationsregardlessof
the boundary locations.
There is a price to pay for including the additional

largest absolutevalue for the secondderivative operator
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, as a function of the
position 7z of the left boundary point for N = 32, Q = 4,
•/2 = 29.5Ax.

equations(19) in the calculationsof the jumps, however, 5
The heat equation in two dinamely that the secondderivative operator may become
mensions
more stiff, manifestedthrough a negative eigenvaluewith
large magnitude. This occursin the samesituationswhich
In this section we consider the two-dimensional
version
previously led to instabilities; when a boundary point
of
(1).
is located close to an interior grid point. Thus, stable
calculationsrequire shorter time-steps for explicit time-

integration
insuch
cases.
An illustration is given in

figure 6, where the absolute value of the largest negative eigenvalueof the second
derivative operator is plotted for N = 32 and Q - 4. The
right boundary point ?2 is fixed at 29.5Ax, while the position of the left boundary point 7• varies, and it is clearly
seen that positions close to interior grid points lead to
growth in the eigenvalue. This growth has been found

to be largestwhen (19) is usedwith m = 0 only, and decreaseswhen higher values of m are used, but only small
improvementsare achievedby usingvaluesof m larger than
2.

(20)
Comparedto the solution method for the one-dimensional
casein section3, the only changein the procedureneeded
here is that the derivativesmust be calculatedalongevery
grid line in both the spatial directions. The shape of the
domain f• will clearly, in general, give different locations
for the boundary points for each suchgrid line.
We shall first study an example where the exact solution
is easy to obtain, namely the case where f• is a circular

domainwith centreat (x0,y0) and radiusr0:
Even in the worst casesdisplayed in figure 6, the eigen-

{ y)l( value
isonlyincreased
bya factor
ofabout
10.As
this (21) a = x0
= 1.1•r,
is still smallcompared
to N 2, it doesnot seriously
affect
the comments made in the previous section about explicit
time-integration. Ho•vever,there is clearly a potential gain
if this growth can be avoided, because some boundary
points must be expected to end up closeto the least favorable positionswhen problemsin complexgeometriesin
higher dimensionsare solved. We hope in the near future
to be able to describesuchimprovementselsewhere.

+ (y - y0) <
Y0 = 0.95•r,

},

r0 = 0.75•r.

Corresponding
to the one-dimensional
example (12),
(15), we choosethe initial conditionto be the mostslowly
decayingeigenfunction
for the spatialoperatorin (20) on
the domain(21):

(22)uo(x,y)=
J0(h•v/(xx0)
2+(y-y0)2/r0)
ß
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1

0.8

0.4

0.2
0

o.
0.6
0.4

o.•

Figure 7: The initial condition (22) on the circle (21),
shoxvnon a 48 x 48 grid.

Figure 8: Solution at t -

0.05 of the two-dimensional

heat equation(20) on the circle(21) with the initial conHere J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order
dition
(22), calculatedwith N• = N s = 48 and Q = 6.
zero, and •1 m 2.40 is its first zero [1]. A homogeneous
boundary condition is applied:

(23)g(x,y) = O, when (x - xo)
The initial condition(22) is shownin figure 7, and the
solutionat t = 0.05, calculatedwith N• = N s = 48 and
0.01

Q = 6. is shown in figure 8.
Figure 9 shoxvsthe RMS-error at t = 0.05 for different

0.001

valuesof N• = N s = N and Q. The exact solutionat

0.0001

t - 0.05 is equal to the initial condition multiplied by a
scaling factor 0.60. These results were obtained when the

le-05

additionalequations(19) xvithm = 0, 1, 2 wereincludedat

le-06

the exterior limits of the boundary points. As for the onedimensionalresults in figure 5, the convergenceis algebraic
when the number of grid points are large enough, but we
note that quite accurate results are obtained also on the
coatset grids.
Finally, we xvant to demonstrate the flexibility of the
method with regard to more complexgeometries.The considereddomain is shoxvnin figure 10, and the initial- and
boundary conditions are chosenas

le-07

•0(x,y)
(24)
g(x,y,t)

:
=

0.08+ 0.23(1+ cos(x- 0.8•r))
(1 + cos(y- 0.9•r)), (x,y) E •,
•0(x, y), (x,y) e

and displayedin figure 11. To calculate the solutionfor this
problem, the only necessarymodificationsof the program
usedin the previousexample are to adjust the parameters

1 e-08
1e-09
le-10
le-ll

le-12

le-13

i

i

t

i

i

i

12

16

24

32

48

64

N

Figure 9: RMS error of solutions at t = 0.05 of the two-

dimensionalheat equationon the circle (21), with the initial condition(22).
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